Abstract
Introduction
Medical images are increasingly being used in health services for diagnosis, monitoring disease development and treatment process. They are used to find out disease processes and understand the development of disease. Kinds of images are acquired from subjects at different times or with different imaging modalities in the practical clinical practice. It is sometimes desirable to compare different kinds of images obtained from patients rather than just single image multiple times. Numerous potential benefits could have gone a long way toward improving the way in which these images are compared and combined [1] . A significant stage in this process is the registration of the images which is a process of mapping and overlying at least two images acquired under different transducers, different times or different conditions. Within the current clinical setting, medical image registration is a vital component of a large number of applications. Such applications occur throughout the clinical track of events. Not only within clinical diagnosis settings, but also in the area of planning preoperative evaluation and neurosurgery operation, navigating neurosurgery operation and so on. The goal of the registration task is to find the transformation that best represents the relative transformation between reference image and floating image [2, 3] . The methods of searching the best transformation become the focus of image registration. An improved genetic algorithm was proposed in this paper to determine a better way to accurate registration of medical images.
Image registration has made a great progress these years. As a popular registration technique, voxel similarity based (VSB) registration methods optimize a functional measuring the similarity of all geometrically corresponding voxel pairs of some feature. The main advantage of VSB registration methods is that feature calculation is straightforward or even absent when only grey-values are used, such that the accuracy of these methods is not limited by segmentation errors as in surface based methods. A registration algorithm, as a common method of voxel similarity based registration algorithm, is represented in reference [4] as combination of four aspects: Feature space, search space, search algorithm and similarity metric. Feature space refers to extraction to feature information of registration images; search space determines transpositional mode and scope; search algorithm offers concrete transpositional method and how to get the optimal transpositional parameter; while similarity metric is used to measure similar degree between registration images. According to the above-stated image registration methods, the following registration framework is divided into four modules in this paper:
① Geometric Transform, mapping pixel points in the reference image to the floating image. It can be classified as rigid transformation, affine transformation, projection transformation and nonlinear transformation. Rigid transformation, as a popular geometric transform in medical image registration , only include three directions of translations and rotations. The prerequisite for using rigid transformation is the invariance of the internal distances and angles of image during the medical image registration. It can be shown according to the CT and MR brain images which offered by the Second
Hospital of Jilin University that the motion of brain has no effect in its internal organization and has little deformation. So rigid transform is used as geometric transform in this paper. ② Image Interpolator, it aims to evaluate pixel value of non-gridding points in the floating image.
Bilinear interpolation is applied as interpolation function in this paper. ③ Similarity Metric, it is taken as norm to evaluate reference image and effect of image matching gained after interpolation. After the geometric transform of floating image, similarity metric is used to judge the images' similarity between reference image and floating image. The purpose of image registration is to find the extremum of similarity metric which is an important part in the process of image registration because of its smoothness and robustness which have a great impact on registration results. These years, methods of image registration based on information theory are paid close attention by many researchers. The theoretical basis of information theory is: The information reflected in the two images must have some intrinsic association, with the change in the matching degree of the two images, this correlation also changes. Mutual information can qualitatively be thought of as a measure of how well one image explains the other, and is maximized at the optimal alignment [4, 5] . The maximization of mutual information [6] , as a kind of information theory method for similarity metric, needs not to conduct segmenting or pretreatment to images nor limit treated contents, which has better precision and higher stability compared with other methods based on voxel similarity [7, 8] . However, overlapping region size of images would influence measure of mutual information, a kind of normalized mutual information [9] metric which found by Studholme is superior to maximization of mutual information itself in case the region of overlap of both images is relatively small at the correct registration solution, as maximization of mutual information may be biased toward registration solutions with larger total amount of information within the region of overlap. It obviously raises MR-CT and MR-PET rigid registration effect. So normalized mutual information metric [9] is used as
Application of Improved Genetic Algorithm in Practical Medical Image Registration Qiushi Wang, Xiongfei Li similarity metric in this paper. ④ Optimization Strategy, the registration process can be concluded as a multi-parameter optimal question. The optimization strategy defines how to seek for an optimal or near optimal alignment of the images in terms of the similarity measure is carried out,by selecting the next transformation to be carried out from the result set. It has a great impact on the efficiency of the image registration process.
Since the similarity metric function is non-linear and has multiple local maxima. the local optimization methods are not suitable for such a problem. Classical global optimization methods like genetic algorithms or particle swarm optimization (PSO) can achieve a better, often the optimal solution, but require more time or easier to immature convergence due to their randomness sometimes [10] ,especially time of genetic algorithm would be long due to its randomness. So, they are also not the best methods to evaluate the similarity metric function. Here an improved genetic algorithm is proposed for such a problem.
In this paper, the image registration technique is applied to nidus multimode medical images to realize registration between CT and MR images. An improved genetic algorithm which combined with operation migration and the Nelder-Mead simplex method is used as optimization strategy to gain results accurately, efficiently and rapidly. The remainder of the paper is organized as follow. In the second section, improved genetic algorithm is exactly introduced; in the third section, it is used to conduct registration experiment for images and evaluate the results; in the fourth section, a conclusion and future work are concluded.
Improved Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithm [11] is a kind of computational model by which we attempt to satisfy our craving to emulate heredity option and naturally selective evolution procedure of Darwin. Basic
Genetic Algorithm takes all individuals in the population as object, searches parameter space with random operation. Operations of basic Genetic Algorithm include selection, intersection and variation, which is a global and optimal research algorithm.
Although basic Genetic Algorithm is simple and general, which irrespective of other auxiliary information while addressing global optimal solution [12] . In practical application, time of basic Genetic Algorithm from iteration convergence to optimal solution would be long due to its randomness; moreover, immature convergence of basic Genetic Algorithm in iteration process is apt to occur [13] .
In order to improve disadvantages of basic Genetic Algorithm, immigration operation is added to Genetic Algorithm in this paper combined with Nelder-Mead Simplex Method [14] .
Immigration Operation
Immigration operation is certain method avoiding premature convergence of Genetic Algorithm which obsoletes the worst individual with certain probability in every generation of population and substitutes it with a new generation. In course of immigration, it is the means by which we attempt to satisfy out appetite for accelerating obsolescing inferior individual, as well as the aspiration to increase the diversity of population.
Application
Simplex Method
Nelder-Mead Simplex Method [14] is a general method to solve linear programming questions.
Its basic thinking is to find out a basic feasible answer and identify it to see whether it is the optimal solution; if it is, then it is the optimal solution; if not, then it should be transformed according to certain rules and identified again; if it is still not, transform it over and over again till the optimal solution occurs. Because the number of the basic feasible solution is limited, the optimal solution should be figured out within limited transforms.
Nelder-Mead Simplex Method is greatly influenced by initial value, if the initial value is to be of inappropriateness, the convergence speed will decrease while far away from the extreme point, even leading to failure of optimization. Furthermore, Nelder-Mead Simplex Method is apt to fall into local extreme point in implementation instead of jumping out of it [15] . However, both algorithm and operation of Nelder-Mead Simplex Method are quite simple and effective; thus, the algorithm is taken as an assistant algorithm of optimal algorithm in the thesis, and it is easier to find characteristics of relative extremum by Nelder-Mead Simplex Method, then the optimized effects can be reached combined Nelder-Mead Simplex Method with other global optimization algorithms.
Improvement of Genetic Algorithm
A concept of earlier/ latter stage of evolution is put forward in reference [16] which is used in The polulation is considered at earlier stage of evolution and individual differences in the population are comparatively large. Given that y max is adaptability degree of the maximum individual in the population, y avg is average adaptability degree of individuals in the population, k is a constant. The polulation is considered at latter stage of evolution and individual differences in the population are comparatively small.
The basic thinking of the Improved Genetic Algorithm is that: Conduct immigration operation to the population after n times of genetic operations. Judging whether individuals in the population at earlier stage of evolution in immigration operation [16] , if it is, the optimal solution in current population is regarded as the initial solution of Nelder-Mead Simplex Method for calculation, then substitute the optimal solution in current population with the calculated final solution; otherwise, they are at latter stage of evolution [16] , then substitute inferior individuals in current population with randomly-generated new individuals.
It is to increase diversity of the population so as to prevent premature phenomenon of algorithm by adding immigration operation in standardized Genetic Algorithm. Meanwhile, Nelder-Mead STEP 5 Given that y max is adaptability degree of the maximum individual in the population, y avg is average adaptability degree of individuals in the population, y=(y max -y avg )/y avg , if y>e (e is the given threshold value), it indicates that they are at earlier stage of evolution, then the optimal solution of the population is regarded as the initial solution of Nelder-Mead Simplex Method for calculation, then substitute the optimal solution with the calculated solution, step 7 is transferred; if y≤e, they are at latter stage of evolution, then step 6 is transferred. STEP 6 Substitute current n inferior individuals in the population with n individuals generated randomly.
STEP 7
If it reaches certain algebra, the calculation is ended; otherwise step 2 is transferred.
Experimental Results and Evaluation

Experimental Data and Results
In the thesis, the computer of Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU T6500 2.1GHz with an internal storage of 2G is used to conduct emulation experiment under Matlab7.6 environment, CT and MRI medical images offered by the Second Hospital of Jilin University are taken as data source. The first is to transfer images into 256-color grayscale images, and transfer image size into 256×256. Given that MRI is reference image, CT is floating image, number of the initial population is 20 by actual number encoding; scopes of the four undetermined parameters are respectively: The translation scope is from -20 pixel to +20 pixel, the rotation angle is from -20 degree to +20 degree, the zoom size is from 0 to 2.
The selected operator is roulette algorithm with two points intersection and uniform variation, the intersection rate is 0.7, the variation rate is 0.07, number of iterations is 50, an immigration operation is conducted every 10 iterations. Figure 1 and figure 2 is the registration result and integration result of images after registration of Improved Genetic Algorithm (IGA) and standardized Genetic Algorithm (GA) used in two groups of CT and MRI respectively, the experimental data comparison table of the two groups of images can be seen in table 1. 
Experimental Results Evaluation
It can be seen from the above-stated experimental results that the Improved Genetic Algorithm has higher accuracy than standardized Genetic Algorithm; there are many deviations in integration images in figure 1 and figure 2 from standardized Genetic Algorithm, while image effect integrated from images from the Improved Genetic Algorithm is better, it can also be seen from value of normalized mutual information in table 1 that the Improved Genetic Algorithm has better registration effect than standardized Genetic Algorithm.
A comparison method between image registration algorithm is put forward in reference [17] based
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I (X, Y) indicates mutual information of two images, H(X) and H(Y) respectively indicates comentropy of two images. When two images are totally uncorrelated, the mutual information is zero, the ratio of registration information is zero too; when two images reach the best registration state, then the mutual information amount reaches the maximum and ratio of registration information reaches the maximum. When the registration ratio reaches 1, it is the ideal state, indicating that two images are in complete registration, namely two images are totally identical. Information ratios of two groups of images before and after registration are shown in table 2. It can be seen that registration accuracy of Improved Genetic Algorithm is higher through comparing increment of information ratio before and after registration, stating validity of IGA and further comparing registration information ratio of IGA and GA and normalized mutual information.
Conclusions
Registration algorithms have already entered into routine clinical settings, and its applications are In the future, the speed of computers is growing rapidly, but the need to decrease the computational time of registration algorithms persists. More rapid global optimization algorithm, 3D
image registration based on GPU etc will become the focus of research. 
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